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Body, Instrument and Swing, one Unit 
by Josefina Paulson 

 

         When the music is moving 

         When movement is music 

         Where the beat becomes an impulse to dance 

         Where every note is a word in a story 

 

 In this article I want to draw attention to the 

connection between what we hear, what we see and 

what we emotionally experience when we listen to or 

play music.  Is the music a result of the movement in 

the body or is the movement a reflection of the music 

that is played?  Is a tapping foot an engine or a bi-

product of the music?  And how can we use this in 

learning methods and adult education? 

 I have chosen to look at the importance of 

bringing the movement into the musician’s body as a 

musical expression, from both a musical and an ergo-

nomic perspective. 

 

Music and Dancing 

 In many cultures there is no difference be-

tween dancing and making music.  The two words go 

under the same definition because they are consid-

ered to be that closely connected.  No music, no 

dancing and “why music?” if there is no dancing to 

it.  That might seem like an extreme way of simplify-

ing the subject, when there are many ways to experi-

ence and enjoy music, but it also shows us how obvi-

ously connected these two matters are, music and 

movement, to some people. 

 In Swedish traditional folk music, most of the 

repertoire for the nyckelharpa is used for dancing.   

In the Swedish history of playing this music, there is 

no percussionist in tradition, the nyckelharpa player 

needed to have a strong feeling for rhythm and speed 

to create a party mood for the dancers asking for the 

music at weddings, birthdays and different occa-

sions.  With this as a background, it is important for 

me as a musician to have the rhythm in focus.  In my 

opinion, the rhythm, the speed and the character of 

the music is so much easier to understand if you first 

put it into your body and let your actual body be-

come a part of your instrument. 

 

One Unit 

 

 Just like singers carry their instrument in 

their body, I think all instrumentalists would gain 

from looking at their body as a part of the actual in-

strument.  The body and the instrument as one unit, 

where the musician’s body is just an extension of the 

instrument.  In the case of the nyckelharpa this could 

mean to keep a posture that gives the instrument the  
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best way to resonate and to optimize the possibilities 

for vibrations in the body of the instrument.  It might 

also mean a good way of using the bow hand and the 

right arm, by placing the elbow as a light and flexible 

weight over the tailpiece.  Using the right arm in this 

way, leaves the left hand totally free to run over the 

keys with ease.  A relaxed neck and back, where only 

the needed muscles in the torso are activated, gives a 

breathing pattern that puts the body in a calm state.  

This helps with everything from handling nerves in 

the moment of action, to an effective and relaxed way 

of learning, where many students often forget to 

breath during a state of high concentration.  A well 

tuned body is as important as a well tuned instrument 

for creating good music.  The better tuned, the more 

possible it is to express yourself freely in your musi-

cal story. 

 There are different ways of receiving infor-

mation, some prefer the visual way, others are more 

kinesthetic-oriented and some auditory.  That means 

that in the meeting with the audience, from a scenic 

perspective, the visual way of playing might be of 

high importance to some of the listeners’ way of ex-

periencing the music.  They might “hear” the music 

with their eyes.  By using this understanding in your 

performance you are adding another dimension to 

your music.  That might mean a dancer moving to the 

music, but it might also be the musician moving, the 

line of the bow arm, the tapping of the feet, or just 

the pulse reflected in the movement of the body.  A 

movement that is directly connected to the musical 

experience.  A tapping foot, a rhythmically moving 

body, the precision of the muscles in the bow hand all 

give detailed information on the same story that the 

music is telling, when communicated to a responsive 

audience. 

 As well as adding another dimension to the 

music, placing the music in the body by using the 

movement also creates a sustainable musicianship 

from an ergonomic point of view.  There are lots of 

keys to achieving this.  One is by using the tools from 

mental training.  To try to describe this we use the 

terms, “the body’s fundamental tension”, (only the 

muscular tension that is needed for the actual situa-

tion) adding the “tension of the situation” (the addi-

tional tension that takes place for example in a nerv-

ous situation) gives the “current tension for this spe-

cific situation”.  When movement is allowed in the 

musicians body, locked joints, static muscular tension 

are automatically avoided.  By doing this scanning of  

your body, you gain the knowledge of this actual 

situation and that makes it possible to know what to 

work with. 

 In my work as a musician, with my back-

ground in mental training and as a yoga instructor, I 

see how many aspects and tools from these subjects 

would be of great importance to add in learning 

methods for adults, such as the importance of physi-

cal and mental strength and also the awareness of 

breathing patterns. 

 

Feeling 

 

 We can affect our feeling by consciously 

choosing patterns of behavior.  As well as it is hard 

to say yes and shake your head as a no, it is hard to 

say you are in deep sorrow and smile.  The thought, 

the feeling and the body are closely connected to 

behavior patterns.  The same comes when expressing 

music.  It is easier to musically express a rhythmical 

experience if you first express it with your body, in a 

movement.  You could say that the body speaks for 

itself or leads us into different ways of making  

music. 

 When it comes to learning methods for 

adults, I think mental training and its way of work-

ing with self-confidence is of great importance.  

Many students carry a feeling of inadequacy in a 

new learning situation that works against effective 

learning.  More often than kids, adults struggle with 

the inner critic.  That attitude is possible to change 

with tools from mental training. 

 The link between what we can hear, what we 

can see and what we emotionally experience when 

we listen to or make music ourselves, might in many 

ways be movement.  The movement of the musi-

cian’s body and instrument, the movement we ex-

perience when we groove to the music, or even the 

emotional element in the music, that moves us. 

    Where every note is a word in a story 

    Where every beat becomes an impulse to dance 

    When the music is moving 

    When movement is music 

 

Josefina Paulson 

 

www.josefinapaulson.se 
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 INTEREST GROWS  
 
More and more Uppland nyckelharpas are 
being exported. 
 "I have sold 30-40 to the US, others to 
Germany, Norway, Finland, and a few individual 
ones to Japan.  The interest grows out in the 
world." 
  
 Sören Åhker wrote a builder's guide 
some years ago, complete with technical 
drawings.  But there were so many interested 
parties outside the country that he simply had to 
translate it to English.  He sells more of these 
today than he does Swedish copies.  He has 
also been over in the US and held building 
courses. 

 But how did it begin? 
 It was a friend in Uppsala, Bengt Ekman, 
who got him interested in building.  First he 
thought, "I'll never be able to do this".  As a 
former mechanical engineer for Sandvik in 
Gimo, he was naturally used to complicated 
procedures.  But now we're talking about wood.  
He borrowed his grandfather's nyckelharpa.  
One day he took it apart in order to adjust some 
problems, and that was when the interest in 
building began to pick up speed. 
 "At first I only thought I would build two.  
But now I have built many more than a 
hundred...." 
 He lived for a few years in Hälsingland 
and was unemployed.  So in 1992 he began 
buiding seriously. 
 "Since 1999, we could say that I am a 
professional builder." 
 The sound in the northern-Uppland 
nyckelharpas is strong, but one can play 
dynamically--both loud and soft.  But how does 
the sound get to be good?  If one asks builders 
who have made maybe 100 nyckelharpor, they 
often avoid the question.  Is it because they 
have secrets they don't want to share? 
 "Of course I have secrets.  I won't share 
them, but just in general one can say that one 
cannot leave anything to chance.  The second 
one was already much better than the first one." 
 He has also experimented with wide, 
narrow, and shallow nyckelharpas. 
  

He Cultivates a Centuries-Old  
Tradition of Craftsmanship 

by Peo Österholm  
Sören Åhker builds nyckelharpas and therefore 
cultivates a very long tradition of craftsmanship 
in northern Uppland, a part of the province where 
this tradition is still visibly alive. 

 
 On the wall of a barn in Hållnäs, in north-
ern Uppland, there hang four half-finished ny-
ckelharpas.  One of them shall go to Germany, 
one to the US.  The barn is part of a homestead 
in the village Lissbo, bought a year ago by 
nyckelharpa-builder Sören Ähker, who grew up 
in Tobo. 
 There he cultivates a centuries-old 
Uppland tradition of craftsmanship which was 
previously carried out with primitive tools.  Here 
in the barn are bandsaw, plane, drill-press, 
electricity, and more, tools which nowadays 
allow this instrument to multiply and be spread 
over the whole world. 
 It is in these parts where the nyckelharpa-
culture has a time-honored tradition and it is 
here where it is still strongest today, even 
though there are plenty of builders and players 
throughout the country and some overseas as 
well.  The instrument has spread itself.  But 
northern Uppland is the nyckelharpa's Cremona, 
the strongest nyckelharpa cluster. 
 "The best builders are found here in this 
area," says Sören Åhker, citing names such as 
Esbjörn Hogmark in Tegelsmora, Martin 
Westermark in Österlövsta, Hans Gille in 
Österbybruk, Harry Hedbom in Karlholm, just for 
a few. 
 For these builders, there is always a 
waiting-list of buyers.  One of Sören's customers 
last year was Benny Andersson, ABBA-Benny. 
 "It is here in northern Uppland you find 
the competence.  The instruments are built with 
precision.  In other places, they haven't quite 
found their way to the right sound.  We have 
contact with each other and can exchange 
expertise in a whole different way than in other 
places.  There is a development toward better 
instruments.  Then one has to watch out." 
 Besides, there are the prototypes here, 
both as regards playing and buiding.   
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After having built more than 100 nyckelharpas, 
he believes he has a good and even quality to 
his instruments.  One refines the methods on 
harpa after harpa. 
 

SOUND RESOURCES 
 

 "The harpas today are a completely 
different thing than just a few decades ago, 
they have more elegant design, better sound.  
There should be sound resources in the harpa.  
It needs to tolerate being played hard, but also 
gently." 
 But some things are hardly secret.  The 
choice of wood is perhaps the most important.  
Most bodies are built in pine and the wood 
ought to have aged, preferably 30-40 years.  
Sören Åhker came upon a supply with 
someone in Norrbotten.  The pine ought to 
have grown slowly. 
 "He kept an eye on pines which grew 
on the northern slope of a mountain, and 
which fell a long time ago.  The pine needs to 
have tight, even grain, and have many grain-
lines, because they function like "strings"." 
 It will soon be 100 years since August 
Bohlin made the first chromatic nyckelharpa in 
Skuttunge.  Sören Åhker has kept to this basic 
model, which was later developed by Eric 
Sahlström.  He has never, as many other 
builders do today, tried to make older 
nyckelharpa types, but holds himself to the 
modern. 
 Nyckelharpas have been made in 
Uppland for hundreds of years, since the 
1500s, perhaps even longer.  What is it like to 
work in such a strong, old local craftsman's 
tradition? 
 "I don't think so much about that." 
 But after a bit he says: 
 "Yes, grandfather played nyckelharpa.  
In fact, his father built ten of them." 
 
 

Peo Österholm . 
translation by Sheila Morris 

 

 

 

[Ed. Note:  Sören Åhker may be contacted at: 

 soren@sorenahker.com 

 

and his website is:  

  http://www.sorenahker.com/index.htm 
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 He fell in love with the polska and immedi-

ately incorporated tunes he learned in Sweden into 

his performances and recordings. He is one of a few 

harpers outside of Scandinavia playing Nordic reper-

toire on the Celtic harp, and was one of the key per-

formers on the Harpa 2006 concert tour to Norway 

and Sweden.   

 The nyckelharpa was the inevitable ʻnext in-

strumentʼ for Aryeh, and he pretty much taught him-

self how to play. He is now on his second ʻharpa and 

going strong, playing in a trio with Lisa Lynne and 

Patrick Ball as they tour up the West Coast in Octo-

ber.  

 My favorite feature of this album (and it 

seems to live permanently now in my car), is that it 

sounds so live and immediate, as if youʼre in the liv-

ing room with experienced and talented musicians 

playing all these instruments in perfect understanding 

of each other.  Aryeh understands well how instru-

ments should play off each other, lead each other 

down new paths, provide that thrilling moment of 

pleasant dissonance or interesting variation of rhythm 

that pulls the whole tune together in perfection. 

In Their Footsteps,  

CD by Aryeh Frankfurter 
Review by Beth Kollé 

 

 Aryeh Frankfurter is one talented guy. He 

plays just about any instrument that has strings on it, 

and his skill is demonstrated throughout his latest 

musical offering, In Their Footsteps. Highlighting the 

nyckelharpa, Aryeh plays beautifully arranged tradi-

tional tunes from Sweden, Norway and (one tune) the 

Shetland Isles, backed up with harp, guitar and fiddle. 

Also appearing are cittern, viola, cello, bass and Irish 

whistle, all performed by Aryeh.   

 Coming from a solid musical background of 

classical violin, Aryeh is one of those rare souls who 

also plays as well by ear as from notation. He com-

poses (he composed one track on this album), and 

arranges in an almost symphonic manner, somewhat 

like he is painting with sound.   

 This does not suggest that the album should 

fall in some other category other than Folk - it most 

certainly is what I would call an album of traditional 

music. It is the way in which Aryeh introduces and 

blends the various colors of the instruments that is 

orchestral, but the melody reigns in every case and 

the function of the instruments is to highlight the 

melody.  

 Aryeh sets the pace on nyckelharpa with the 

first track, Dance of the Persa Boys (Persapojkarnas-

polskan). He draws his harmonies, on fiddle, from the 

traditional harmonies but then swings into an inven-

tive and suspenseful interlude before completing the 

circle with the repeating melody. Throughout, the 

guitar provides the foundation with counter-rhythms 

and some truly great strumming.   

 Rolig Pers Waltz (Vals efter Rolig Per), 

which highlights the harp, is magically transporting. 

The melody moves languidly from harp to fiddle to 

ethereal and perfectly in-tune Irish whistle. Unusual 

harmonies and brilliant texture changes float over the 

constant rhythm of the delicate harp. 

 Bellmanʼs Dance (Bellmans polska) is one of 

my favorite tunes on the whole album, and it seems 

to be permanently lodged now in that spot in my 

brain reserved for fabulously pleasing ear-worms. 

 Aryehʼs first trip to Sweden, toting his fiddle, 

was serendipitous in the extreme, including introduc-

tions to notable fiddlers and the chance to play on the 

main stage at one of the festivals in Dalarna.  

Beth Kollé performs and teaches harp, flute and voice 

throughout the US, Canada, Ireland and the Scandi-

navian countries. She is the author of nine books of 

harp arrangements and has recorded 5 acclaimed 

CDs. She lives in Seattle where she is involved in the 

Scandinavian and Gaelic cultures, and is currently 

planning the next Harp Concert Tour for May of 

2013.                      www.bethkolle.com 

Aryeh’s CDs maybe order directly from him at: 

 

http://www.lionharp.com/order.html 
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Photo by Lennart Adsten  

Keys on the lowest C-string -  

an experiment Down Under. 
 

 I am a Swede living on the Sunshine Coast just 

north of Brisbane. I make nyckelharpas on my spare 

time. I don't have a TV, so I have to do something in 

the evenings and when it rains.... 

 The nyckelharpa spreads slowly in Australia. 

There are now one or two players in most major cities: 

Brisbane Newcastle, Sydney, Canberra, Melbourne 

and Adelaide. One player asked me if I could put keys 

on the lowest C-string. I didn't feel confident to make 

another level in the traditional way. After much think-

ing, some testing and a few prototypes I ended up with 

the following design: 

 

 The normal sized key box sits on 8 small feet, 

3mm high, between which the 7 keys for the lowest C-

string slide. The 'button' ends of these keys are angled 

down over the neck of the instrument, see picture 1. 

The other end pushes on the lower end of an arm 

mounted in an "extra box' to the left of the normal key 

box. The arm pivots around an axle in the 'extra box'. 

The keys are fitted to the top end of the arms, see pic-

ture 2 and 3. When you push a key, the peg moves 

from the other side of the string compared to the nor-

mal pegs. The keys fall back by gravity in the normal 

playing position, or can be assisted by rubber foam. 

 

 So far so good and the player is happy. The 

instrument does not look much bulkier than a normal 

nyckelharpa, see picture 4. The notes have a clear 

buzz free sound and the keys are easy to use. How 

well it works in the long run, I will know when I have 

learnt to use them in normal playing. This will take 

me some time as I am a slow learner. The extra weight 

of the contraption is around 150 grams. 

 

If someone wants to try this method I am happy to 

provide more details, you can contact me via e-mail 

(see ANA's roster) or via my web site: 

 nyckelharpaaustralia.com. 
 

The instrument in the pictures is made from Australian 

timber, Queensland Maple and Bunya Pine. 

 

Lennart Lovdin 

#1 

#2 

#3 

#4 
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Two Genuine Österbybruk Tunes 
by Matt Fichtenbaum 

 

 Låtar på Nyckelharpa från Österbybruk, an LP recorded in 1975, offers a mix of traditional Österby-

bruk tunes, some played on kontrabasharpa, some on modern chromatic nyckelharpa.  Several of the players 

recorded were well advanced in age, and the LP can be seen as a record of how Österby music sounded in the 

hundred years leading up to its recording.  The tunes, similarly, offer a mix of different eras and styles.  Some 

of the tunes are well known and are commonly played today; others are heard rarely if at all.  It is two of these 

– tunes I learned from this record – that I present here. 

 Österbypolska efter Gubbo-Allan is played on the recording by Per Oskar Hellgren, born in 1909.  The 

liner notes tell that when he was ten years old, his father gave him a kontrabasharpa; as an adult, he played 

regularly for the Österby carriage-house dances.  Nothing is said about Gubbo-Allan. 

 This tune is not complicated, but it’s still interesting.  It makes good use of the harpa’s lower register.  

On the recording, I hear this tune played with an easy feel and with swing, and I try to convey that feeling 

when I play it. 

 Riddarmarsch efter Klas Harpare is a tune that I have always liked.  A riddarmarsch, or ridmarsch, is 

a processional tune often played by a musician on horseback.  I think this melody leaves no doubt that it was 

used that way.  Klas Harpare, 1853-1875, worked in the foundry at Österbybruk.  Some credit him with the 

design of the kontrabasharpa med dubbellek (two-row kontrabasharpa), the so-called Österbyharpa.  Klas was 

the son of Anders Harpare – the similarity of his name and his instrument is coincidental. 

 Hans Gille, born in 1931 and still active, plays this tune on kontrabasharpa, but it works well on mod-

ern nyckelharpa. 

 I have notated the bowing as I played it.  Take the bowings – and the written music – as suggestions, 

and make these tunes your own. 
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[Ed. Note:    Riddarmarsch efter Klas Harpare & Österbypolska efter Gubbo-Allan can be found in 

*mp3 format on the ANA website at:   

 http://www.nyckelharpa.org/wp-content/uploads/ANA-Riddarmarsch-efter-Klas-Harpare.mp3     

http://www.nyckelharpa.org/wp-content/uploads/ANA-Polska-efter-Gubbo-Allan.mp3 

Please listen to the recordings as an essential part of learning these tunes. ] 

 

 

[Ed. Note:  The picture to 

the right is of the cabin 

where  Marilee Cowen and 

Lane Foster Harrell  

stayed near the town of  

Sala.  The cabin is part of 

a spa called Sätra Brunn 

(http://www.satrabrunn.se/) ,  

more about this story may 

be found on page 10 

http://www.nyckelharpa.org/wp-content/uploads/ANA-Riddarmarsch-efter-Klas-Harpare.mp3
http://www.nyckelharpa.org/wp-content/uploads/ANA-Polska-efter-Gubbo-Allan.mp3
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During cooler times of the year when you are wear-

ing bulkier clothing, the two straps at the tailpiece 

end may need to be lengthened a little. 

 

This strap allows the player to play in comfort. 

 

The strap was designed by Jeff Swan, UK, with 

modifications by Earl Holzman. 

Available through: 

In the USA: EarlHarpas.com 

In the UK, from Jeff at:  www.nyckelharpa.co.uk 

 

 

The Nyckelharpa Y-Strap – 

 A Comfortable Replacement  

for the Guitar Strap 

by Earl Holzman 

 

The standard nyckelharpa strap is a guitar strap that 

passes over the top of the tailpiece up around the neck 

and to the peg head.  It passes in front of both shoul-

ders.  This places most of the instrument’s weight on 

to the back of the neck.  This can cause upper back 

and neck problems for some players. 

 

The purpose of the Y-strap is to shift the weight of the 

nyckelharpa from the back of the neck to the upper 

back. 

 

There are 4 slider adjustments on the strap.  There is 

one on each of the 3 straps, plus 1 at the junction of 

the Y. 

 

At the tail piece, the leather fob with the D-ring 

passes over the top of the tailpiece.  This is just like 

how it is done using a standard strap.  The fob is tied 

to the body below the tailpiece with a short cord.  The 

leather should pass over the tailpiece to distribute the 

load and provide a pad for the player’s elbow. 

 

At the tailpiece end there are two straps that attach to 

the D-ring.  The right arm passes between these.  The 

front (top) strap is typically a little longer than the 

lower (under the arm) strap.   You may want to mark 

one of the straps.  The D-ring snaps should not cross 

each other. 

 

The peg head end strap needs to be length adjusted to 

get the neck in the correct position for playing. 

 

The junction of the straps needs to be adjusted so that 

this is located a couple inches below the collar at the 

top of the center of the back.  This adjustment is ac-

complished by using the junction slider and appropri-

ate lengths to the 3 end straps.  The lower tail piece 

strap needs to be fairly snug in order to pull the junc-

tion down and off your neck. 

 

Getting the strap adjusted correctly is a trial and error 

process.  Once this is done correctly, you will have 

the weight of the instrument off your neck and onto 

the top portion of your back. 
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A Fine Way to Study Nyckelharpa 
by Marilee Cowan 

  

 Last spring Fred Bialy sent news about the 

nyckelharpa teacher at Scandia Camp Mendocino in 

June.  I wrote to Lane Foster Harrell, whom I had met 

at Springdans Northwest several times, to see if she 

might be interested in going to camp. So we had a 

great week learning tunes from Västmanland, and 

enjoying the delightful, accomplished, generous 

Josefina Paulson as our nyckelharpa teacher.   

 Lane will be studying again at the Eric Sahl-

ström Institutet starting January 2013, and she was so 

inspired by Josefina’s teaching that she decided to go 

to Sweden to work individually with Josefina.  When 

she asked if I would like to go too, I couldn’t resist 

using up my airline miles, and when Josefina sug-

gested that we could stay at Sätra Brunn, which is a 

spa close to where she lives near the town of Sala, 

that decided it. 

 Sätra Brunn (http://www.satrabrunn.se/) was 

established in 1700 as a place where people went to 

“take the waters” and enjoy healthful warm pools, 

etc. It is peaceful and has many different kinds of 

lodging, from hotel rooms to small cottages. We 

rented a cottage, so that we could play at all times 

without disturbing other people. The pool is newly 

built, is beautifully clean and therapeutic, plus there 

is a sauna, places to take walks in the country, a res-

taurant and several tiny shops, an art gallery, chapel, 

a huge outdoor chess set, even an outdoor dance pa-

vilion on the grounds. I found that being able to use 

the warm therapy pool every morning got me physi-

cally ready to play, and also turns out to be a very 

good jet lag remedy. We were able to prepare food, 

and even though October 22-Nov 5 was fairly cold, 

we were able to stay warm and cozy in our little 

stuga.  

 Josefina came to our stuga several times over 

our stay. Her main teacher has been Olov Johansson. 

She did much to inspire us and further our skills on 

the nyckelharpa! Josefina received the ”Bror Hjorth 

Scholarship” for her ”technically brilliant, very com-

mitted performance on the nyckelharpa with both the 

preservation of cultural traditions and a gentle per-

sonal and creative rejuvenation” 

 

 

 Besides her musical activities, Josefina is also 

a yoga instructor. She started playing the nyckelharpa 

at the age of 9 and has since attended the Eric Sahl-

ström year-long course and the Royal College of Mu-

sic in Stockholm. She is a Rikspelman on nyckel-

harpa and has won several other awards for her play-

ing. You can contact and learn more about Josefina, 

the groups she plays with and listen to some MP3s of 

her music at: 

 http://josefinapaulson.se/ 
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Report:  Construction of a Nyckelharpa  

by Ton Pel 
 

(Part One of Two Parts) 

 

 

1. Introduction  

2. Tools, equipment and experience  

3. Key box 

4. Body  

5. Harpa  

6. Bow  

7. Standard  

8. Case 

9. Finishing the harpa  

Attachments  

A. Time required  

B. Nyckelharpa mathematics   

 

 

 

1) Introduction  

 This report provides information about my 

construction of a nyckelharpa, based on the instruc-

tions found in "Chromatic nyckelharpa - A construc-

tion manual (ISBN 91-7910-416-9)’ written by Sören 

Åhker. This report reflects my personal experiences 

and approaches and it details my diversions from the 

directions of Sören Åhker.  
 

 This report is not intended to replace Mr  

Åhker’s construction manual. On the contrary; I 

believe my report is best understood by those who 

are familiar with the contents of the original con-

struction manual.  

 During the building process, I recorded 

daily what I had done and how much time I spent. 

Information about the time required by me can be 

found in Appendix A. The time spent is the net 

time (time at the workbench). I also have included 

pictures of each stage of the construction. I hope 

future nyckelharpa builders will benefit from my 

experience and tips, and especially learn from the 

mistakes I made.  Questions or comments about 

this report are welcome at my e-mail address.  

Ton Pel  

Hilversum, the Netherlands, January 2012 

e. ton_pel@hotmail.com  

 

2.  Tools, equipment and experience  
 My approach was of course partly deter-

mined by the workshop and the tools I had. I usu-

ally used micro tools, such as those manufactured 

by Proxxon or Dremel. My workshop is about 15 

square meters. It has three workbenches, which al-

lowed me to put unfinished work to one side, and 

to carry on with something else.   My approach was 

also informed by my experience with woodwork-

ing. It was limited to the use of the common DIY 

hand tools such as saws, files, planes, chisels and 

power tools, such as drill presses and belt sanders (I 

had no band saw). I had never made such a com-

plex device as the nyckelharpa. After making it, I 

am convinced that anyone who masters the basic 

techniques of woodworking can build a nyckel-

harpa according to the construction manual men-

tioned earlier.    Tip: Work with the original draw-

ings and not with a copy.  

 Because I was concerned that the drawings 

attached to the construction manual would be dam-

aged during the building process, I made copies of 

them. I started working with the copies.  When I 

compared the key guides I had created from the 

copy to the original drawing, there were unaccept-

able differences. The measures on the copy were 

not exact equals to those on the original.  

 The construction manual suggests making 

templates for all parts of the nyckelharpa and to use 

these to draw shapes on the wood. I used a different 

approach:  
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Keys  

I started with drawing various keys, as well as the 

place of the long holes on the wood.  

Tip: Do not use electric jigsaw machine without 

guides.  

 I tried to cut out the long holes with an elec-

tric jigsaw. That did not work well because it was 

very difficult to saw straight without guidance. The 

result was a key with a hole whose edges were not 

straight and taut.  

 I thought it would be better to mill the keys. 

To that end, I turned a micro drill into a shaper. 

(below). That was pretty simple:  

1) I turned the micro drill holder upside down,and 

built a table with the cutting tool facing up.  That 

worked perfectly.   In this way, I was able to accu-

rately cutter out the holes.   

[Ed. note: In the next picture you can see that 

Ton had a fence installed on the shaper table.  

Also looking closely at the actual cutting tool, 

above you will notice that it is a carving bur, 

usually made out of carbide.  Ones like the bur 

shown leave a very rough finish, which means 

that the wood will need further sanding after the 

cutting is finished.  Many small high speed elec-

tric tool manufactures (such as Dremel) sell 

these tables as accessories. Also, notice that in 

the next picture, Ton has changed the tool to a 

cylindrical sander to finish the inside of the 

milled keys.] 

 

 With this tool, I could also mill the outside 

of the keys in the desired form.  

 

Please note: the next picture shows a hole for a 

tangent. However, holes and tangents should be 

made later in the process. 

I measured all the shapes on the original drawing 

and drew these directly onto the wood. I could 

work that way, I think, because I am a somewhat 

practiced draughtsman.  

3. Key box 

 In the construction manual, construction of 

the body is the first step. However, because the key 

box seemed to me to be the most difficult part of 

the nyckelharpa, I started with that. To my mind, if 

I could make the key box, I could make the other 

parts, too.  

Key Guides  

 Because I wondered if the teeth of the key 

guides were strong enough to withstand lateral 

forces, I made a test piece. I reinforced a few teeth 

with copper wire. The others were not reinforced. 

By exerting pressure on both types of teeth, I con-

cluded that the non-fortified teeth were strong 

enough.  

 I then drew the four key guides on wood, 

cut them with an electric jigsaw and finished them 

with key files.  

 Finally, I covered the inside of the teeth of 

the key guides with supple 1 mm leather. (This 

means that where the keys slide through the key 

guides, the keys should be 1 mm less thick than is 

indicated in the construction manual). 
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 I glued thin leather to the MDF piece under 

the lower the key guides. The key guides were 

clamped to the MDF piece. That made subtle adjust-

ments possible.  

 Then I precisely fitted each key into the key 

guides using knife and file. The graph paper was 

very helpful during this process.  

 After the bottom row of keys was mounted in 

position, I fixed the guides with screws instead of 

clamps. Then the middle and top row of keys were 

fitted and placed in the key guides.  

 Thus, the key box was built step by step.  

 The vertical block at the left side of the key 

box is a temporary replacement for the nut over 

which the strings will run. It is an easy tool to place 

exact marks on the keys for placement of the tangent 

(holes).  

 The holes in the keys at each layer have a 

different diameter. I drilled them with a drill press. 

Tangents 

 The tangents have a different thickness for 

each key row: 8 mm for the bottom row, 8 mm for 

the middle row and 6.5 mm for the top row. For tan-

gents with either 8mm or 6.5mm thickness, I started 

with a square bar with the respective thickness. Then 

I drew the tangent at the top of the bar, with the pen 

of the tangent pointing up.  

Placing the keys in the key guides  

Because I did not make the harpa body first, I had no 

neck to mount the key box on. Instead of the neck, I 

used a piece of MDF 10 cm wide, with a length of 

the neck. I glued graph paper on it, as a guide for 

parallel and perpendicular placement of the keys in 

the key guides.  
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4. Body  

 I took all measures and shapes from the origi-

nal drawing and drew them onto the wood. I checked 

everything thoroughly. Because I had no band saw, I 

used a band saw from a shipyard. The width of the 

blade of the saw did not allow for sawing certain 

curves in one movement. 

[Ed. note:  By using a band saw with a larger 

wheel size and smaller blades, the sides may be cut 

out easily in one pass.  i.e. a 14 inch saw.] 

 To solve this, some curves were cut from two 

sides. It proved difficult to match cuts made from two 

sides. Finally, a lot of finishing occurred with chisels, 

files and sandpaper needed to get everything in order.  

Tip: Work with a band saw with a blade width that 
can saw all curves in one move.  

 [Ed. as noted above.  Also the inside of the 

instrument may be finished in many different 

ways, such as the way Sören demonstrates in his 

video, Bygg en Nyckelharpa med Sören Åhker 

(Build a Nyckelharpa with Sören Åhker)  by Rita 

Leydon.  See:   

http://www.ritaleydon.com/home.html 

Sören uses a miniature belt sander to finish the 

inside of the sides after he glues the sides to the 

neck and tailpiece assembly.] 

 

The neck  

With a drill press, I drilled left and right to create a 

series of holes adjacent to each other. I cut them out 

with a chisel and file so that elongated holes for the 

guitar strings were created. The edges of these holes 

were not nice and tight. That was solved by gluing on 

mahogany strips with oblong holes. Drilling the holes 

for the guitar string tuner was simple. 
 

 

 The rest of the bar served as a handle for hold-

ing the piece I was working on. Where the pen stops, I 

sawed an slit into the bar to a depth that would allow 

a pen to be rough cut with knife and be rounded to the 

diameter of the pin with a file.  

 

To cut the sloping 

sides that form the an-

gle which touch the 

string, I used a sharp 

knife. After that, the 

tangent was ready to 

be cut from the bar. On the bar, the next tangent can 

be drawn, until the bar is used up or the tangents have 

all been completed. 

Key box finishing 

After placing all the tangents, I had finished the key 

box.  

 Because key guides were still not precisely 

vertical (at an exact 90 degree angle to the bottom of 

the key box.), I made cross connections between the 

left and right key guides. They consisted of a threaded 

rod that runs through the key guides. For decorative 

purposes, I encased them in a brass tube.  

 When I was finished, I adjusted the key box to 

form a self-contained unit that could later be mounted 

on neck.  To that end, I replaced the MDF piece with 

a wooden plate (5 mm thick, 10 cm wide, as long as 

the neck). I made it out of plywood to ensure that this 

plate will not bend due to changes in temperature or 

humidity. I finished the short edges with hardwood to 

make it look more attractive.  
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 Here you can see how the parts are glued to-

gether and clamped. After this had dried, I glued and 

clamped the back to the harpa.   

 

[Ed note:  As Ton says in his introduction, this 

article is not a substitute for Sören’s manual, nor 

is Sören’s video a substitute for his building man-

ual.  To effectively build an instrument, both the 

video and the construction manual are necessary.  

This particular step in the building process re-

quires much more equipment and details than is 

available here in this article.  To further empha-

sis the point that Ton makes in his introduction, 

this article is more of a personal description of 

one person’s experience in making an instru-

ment.] 

  

[In the next issue, Ton begins with the topic:  

“Bending the Top”.  This article will then be 

completed in the second installment.] 

 

 This work was done when the neck was not 

yet attached to the harpa.  

 The reinforcement plate and the tuning pegs 

of the cello strings were made of two types of wood. 

That is a matter of taste.  

I used a [cello] peg reamer and peg shaver to fit the 

pegs in the neck.  

The assembly of the harpa  

The assembly of the harpa is quite simple.  
 

Here you can see how the parts are glued together 

and clamped. After this had dried, I glued and 

clamped the back to the harpa.  [Ed. note:  Picture 

in the right column and near top of page. ] 
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 JAN LINGS NYCKELHARPAN 

English pages translated by Patrick Hort . Originally 

published by  P.A. Norstedt & Söner, Stockholm, 1967 

 

Chapter 7 

Playing Techniques 
 
 In former times the pitch to which a keyed fiddle 

was tuned might depend upon the elasticity of the strings, 

the tuning of other instruments with which it was to be 

played, or a desire to obtain the best quality of sound.  

These considerations still apply in the case of the older 

keyed fiddle traditions that are still extant (performance 

on contra-drone and silver-drone keyed fiddles) , whereas 

the more recent practice associated with the chromatic 

keyed fiddle involves tuning the first melody string to a 

particular normal pitch (a1 440p/s).  

 The tuning of various keyed fiddles is reproduced 

in a table. [134], which is intended to illustrate the rela-

tionship between these instruments. The tuning of the first 

melody string has therefore been designated a1. which 

stands for a tone with a frequency between 390 and 500 p/

s. The other strings are tuned from the first melody string 

so that the intervallic combinations represented by differ-

ent instruments are independent of the choice of absolute 

pitch.  Before starting to play, the keyed fiddler checks the 

intonation of his instrument by playing part of a melody 

or—in recent years—a scale. Tangents producing the 

wrong pitch are adjusted to the player’s satisfaction with 

the help of adjacent whole or half tones, open strings or 

double stops.  

 [Ed. note:  Table [134], while interesting, is 

difficult to understand and reproduce, and is not 

translated to English, therefore I didn’t include it with 

this article.] 
 The keyed fiddle, like guitar and lute instruments, 

is held practically horizontal: the body rests against the 

player’s midriff with the instrument’s neck pointing to the 

left and slightly forward. A horizontal position has also 

been employed—though only during the Middle Ages and 

the Renaissance—for bowed fiddles shaped like guitars or 

lutes but without a key mechanism. This is believed to be 

a result of the size and shape of the instrument as well as 

practical details of performance (cf. Dräger 1937: 53). 

Playing technique is conditioned by the limited freedom 

of the hands and arms, which is due to the instrument be-

ing hugged with the right elbow and supported at its neck 

by the palm or forearm.  

 The keyed fiddle can be played sitting. standing 

or walking about. If the player stands. rhythms are often 

more sharply marked, for instance, by more forceful tap-

ping of the foot.  

Bowing  
 There is a close connection between the manner 

of holding the instrument, the length of the bow and the 

bow grip (cf. Dräger 1937:41 f.). A look at the illustra-

tions in this volume will show that the keyed fiddle’s hori-

zontal position and its Location in relation to the per-

former calls for a short bow held from above in the same 

manner as, for instance,  the violin bow.  

 

Bow grip  
 A bow curved towards the head and a handle 

growing out of the stick is held so that the thumb tightens 

the hairs either from below [137] or from above [138]—

[143].  The former technique, known as ‘French grip’, is 

reproduced in pictures from the end of the i8th century 

[49], [50]. This does not however mean that the players 

who use this grip today have any connection with this 

older tradition, During the 19th century there was in fact a 

gap during which it became the general custom to tighten 

the hairs from above, i.e. ‘Italian grip’. Nowadays it is 

players on the contra-drone double-keyed fiddle who use 

the French grip, which has thus been re-introduced be-

cause it is more suitable for this type of instrument with 

its separated melody strings. The silver-drone keyed fid-

dle is played with the bow held with the thumb between 

the hairs and the stick. resembling the Italian grip that was 

formerly used for the violin bow. Individual and local 

variations have been developed [138]— [143].   

 The bow for the chromatic keyed fiddle is usually 

a shortened violin or cello bow, or else its design is based 

on these. It is held in much the same way as the violin 

bow  [144-147], [172].  Some of the players who have 

switched from the older to the more recent type of bow 

have not entirely abandoned the older grip and conse-

quently there are several combinations of different types 

of bow and bow grips  (cf. e.g. [148-150].   

 Various types of bow grips are also reproduced in 

the mediaeval church paintings of keyed fiddle players.  

The most usual portrayal is that of an arched bow grasped 

in the fist.  Some pictures, however, reproduce a grip that 

is found among modern players on the keyed fiddle.  

Compare, for instance, the angels playing the keyed fiddle 

in Rynkeby church [43] with the players portrayed in [138

-143] and [169].  The grips are reminiscent of those used 

by players of stringed instruments in Continental repro-

ductions from the Middle Ages and the Renaissance (cf. 

Dräger 1937).  Similarities between bow grips in different 

periods do not in themselves indicate an unbroken con-

nection between the mediaeval keyed fiddle and modern 

instruments.  As exemplified above, the bow grip may be 

dictated by idiosyncrasies of the instrument.  A grip may 

also be re-invented rather than revived. 
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[137] - Viktor Vick-

man & Justus Gille, 

with kontrabashar-

por.  Note: thumb 

         squeezing the 

          bow hair. 

[138]  Gustav Gustavsson - Tegelsmora 

parish with  his silverbas harpa and thumb 

between the bow hair and the stick.          

Helmer Karlsson, Österlövsta sn, bow is  

gripped with fist, thumb between bow 

and  hairs with ring finger hooked  

round the end of the frog.       [140] 

Otto Larsson, Uppsala, with his thumb be-

tween the stick and hair, 3 fingers over the 

frog and little finger around the end of the 

frog.                                         [139] 

Matts Jansson Koppar, Häverö, with thumb 

between bow and stick, 3 finger over frog 

and little finger underneath.         [141] 

[142] is Carl Gustav Englund, Munga, 

Tierp sn, very similar to [139], [143] 

shows Vilhelm Tegenborg, Lövsta bruk, 

and Jan-Erik Jansson, Hållnås sn., with 

similar bow hold styles. 

[144] - [147] are all violin type bow holds with chromatic harpor and include:  Harald Närlund, Stockholm; Oscar Larsson, Uppsala; 

Sven Tallroth, Uppsala; and Ivar Tallroth, Uppsala. 

Bowing practice 

 A study was made on keyed fiddle bowing by documenting and making a detailed analysis of the 

practice today. [Ed. 1967]  During studies in the field, films and tape recording were taken simultaneously of 

several keyed fiddlers in action.  Subsequently, the taped melodies were noted down by ear and the films 

were used to arrive at the fingering and bowing.  A detailed analysis could be made of these films by running 

them through an editing apparatus, though to do this one needs to have memorized the sound events and be 

well acquainted with the technique for playing the instrument. 

 The keyed fiddle has an advantage over, say, the violin in this respect because it is relatively easy to 

see which keys the player depresses.  The corresponding tones can then be synchronized with the action of 

the bow. 

 Ten player from the province of Uppland were filmed and four of them have been selected to repre-

sent different types of bowing practice.  They are Justus Gille and Viktor Vickman of Österbybruk playing 

kontrabasharpor, Joel Jansson of Västland parish playing a silverbasharpa and Eric Sahlström of Tegelsmora 

parish playing a chromatic keyed fiddle.             

                                          To be continued in the next issue:  Issue #52       
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.  It was a magical atmosphere in a circa 1600 log 

building [Stemrudstua - see photo next page] with 

a huge beam, small windows and candlelight.  The 

next day was “Farm Day” outside Oslo with more 

dancing on a beautiful , sunny historical farm.   At 

both events we reminisced with dancers we had met 

at various U.S. festivals and workshops.   

 At last we were on the road to Uppsala with 

stops in Goteberg to see my mass spec. friends and a 

tour through the Lacko castle.  I couldn’t resist pho-

tographing a tapestry in the castle that wove a tale of 

musicians and dancers!  We marveled at rune stones 

in old churchyards and the amazing folk painting 

covering a ceiling in the Glanshammer church.  In 

Uppsala we stayed at the Charlotte Hotel close to 

campus on the advice of a fellow birder and it was a 

great segue to the old part of the city.  Another must 

see was the incredible Domkirke and it towered over 

us the morning of the big celebration! Everyone 

gathered around the folk museum with signs and in-

struments, not only nyckelharpas but accordions, 

clarinets, fiddles, and harmonicas.  Many had arrived 

after the week long workshop at Tobo.   

 As Brian and I were waiting we struck up a 

conversation with a man who said, “You might have 

heard of me, I’m Sören Åhker.”  With that I whipped 

out my I-phone to show him photos of David and his 

wife Claire, playing for the majstång raising at the 

midsummer fest in Portland.  Sören had made their 

nyckelharpas!  After gathering inside the museum 

for a tribute, everyone came together in small 

groups, each playing a Sahlström tune.  Sören led 

one of the groups and Brian and I followed up the 

rear while the locals lined the streets throughout the 

parade route to the train station.  At the station, eve-

ryone played together many favorites, which of 

course, included Spelmansglädje!  Here is the site of 

a YouTube video that shows the progression of the 

parade.   Brian and I are at the back of the last group:  

h t t p : / / w w w . y o u t u b e . c o m / w a t c h ?

v=UogRTd1QaMQ. 
 It was a beautiful sunny day and everyone 

headed to the concert center which had spectacular 

views of the city.  There were many activities which 

included dancing and nyckelharpa lessons.  I went to 

a dance demonstration while Brian listened to a 

teacher and there were players gathering in small 

groups jamming everywhere.  In the hallway we 

watched taped interviews  from harpa players 

throughout the world,  

UPPSALA & THE 

ERIC SAHLSTRÖM CENTENNIAL 
by Susan Hatlevig 

 

L ast November my husband, Brian, and I had 

been brainstorming a return to Norway to see 

family and friends. We were hoping to include the 

Eric Sahlstrom 100th birthday celebration in Upp-

sala, Sweden.  As you know, Eric had renovated and 

rescued the nyckelharpa from near oblivion.  Brian 

was turning 60 years old in February, the 10th anni-

versary of his official nyckelharpa ownership and we 

thought this a fitting end to our itinerary.  I had sur-

prised him by purchasing the borrowed instrument 

that he had been “playing around with.”  As luck 

would have it David Elliker-Vågsberg, editor of this 

newsletter, was teaching strings to kids in Harris-

burg, Oregon where Brian works as an agronomist.  

Brian took lessons and eventually began to play 

harpa in David’s Scandi group Fossegrimen which 

has produced a CD and plays at many dances in the 

Portland, Oregon area.  Brian now plays regularly, 

both with the band and at home (my treat!).   

 There was dire layoff rumblings at my job of 

14 years, so contemplating the expense of traveling 

to Scandinavia made us hesitant.  And yes, the inevi-

table happened leaving me afloat until my old post-

doc advisor and friend, Doug, provided the opportu-

nity to volunteer in his lab at OSU.  As a scientist I 

had met many Swedes in my field of mass spec-

trometry and in fact, Doug had been granted an hon-

orary degree from Uppsala University.  The winds 

were blowing us across the sea and life was getting 

shorter.  I told Brian, “Let’s go!”  I emailed all the 

friends and relatives, “We’re on our way!”   

 We made the long flight from Portland via 

Iceland and our first stop was in Oslo to visit with 

Alix Cordray.  Although Alix is originally from the 

US she has lived in Norway since 1975 and is a well

-known researcher and teacher of Norwegian dance 

both in Norway and other countries.  She is also a 

good musician, playing toreador, accordion and 

bass.  After two weeks in the countryside of Nor-

way, visiting family and accumulating a couple of 

thousand photos, we were back with Alix!  She took 

us to a workshop at the Elverum outdoor museum 

where we learned a Swedish dance similar to Finn-

skog as well as the reconstruction of an old Norwe-

gian springleik, all to incredible live music 
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and there was our own Bart Brashers from Seattle!   

 The concert was amazing and I wish we had 

understood Swedish since the announcer had the au-

dience in stitches throughout.  All of the performers 

were outstanding with a wide variety of styles.   One 

player whom had been featured in a 2002 edition of 

the ANA newsletter was Torbjörn Näsbom and by 

golly, when looking through that edition so had an-

other player, Ditte Andersson, in a little blurb about 

her CD!  Torbjörn performs classical music along 

with a harpsichordist, Andreas Edlund; it sure blew 

me away!  There were so many famous players that 

we had read about or had heard their CDS.  To see 

them perform was magical.  

 The last big blowout was the Benny Anders-

son Orkester which is a huge cultural phenomenon in 

Sweden.  A large concert area with a big stage was 

behind the concert hall.  It was surrounded by a chain 

link fence with visual barriers.  We took a break to 

head back to our inn for a bit and we saw people 

heading in with lawn chairs two hours in advance of 

the show!  When we arrived back we were thankful 

for our tickets; it had been sold out for weeks and was 

jammed!  The streets were lined with people outside 

the enclosure just to hear the music.  We literally 

squeezed our way down to the front to dance and en-

joy the band up close. Everyone sang along to all 

their tunes and the performers were top notch.  It was 

a great show!   What a fitting end to a wonderful trip!   

Stemrudstua fra Grue i Glomdals Friluftsmuseet, Elverum.  

One of the most famous old buildings in Norway, described 

in Aasmund O. Vinje’s  Ferdaminni frå Sumaren 1860.  The 

book is one of the most well known in Norwegian Litera-

ture.  Vinje describes a journey from Oslo to Trondheim in 

order to cover the coronation of King Charles in the Ni-

darosdomen cathedral for Vinje’s periodical, Dølen  The 

book deals more warm-heartedly with his meetings with 

ordinary people along the journey, rather than with the 

coronation and its royal attendees. 

Above:  A tapestry from the Baroque Period showing musicians 

and dancers.  Part of a large amount of art work in the Lacko 

Castle which included many painted walls and ceilings. 

 

Below:  Part of the Eric Sahlström100ÅR parade.  Note the man 

on the left with his nyckelharpa:  Esbjörn Högmark.   

 

 

All photos on this and the next page by Susan Hatlevig 

Left:  View 

from 2nd 

story win-

dows in-

side Stem-

rudstua. 
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   Left:  Sören Åhker and others lead one 

group during the parade. 

 

Left middle:  One of the street posters. 

 

Below middle:  The Sahlström family 

performs during the concert - Jubiléums-

galan – Till Erics minne - 25 August 2012 

 

Below lower:  This photo appears to be a 

finale number with most of the concert 

participants:  Familjen Sahlström, Cajsa 

Ekstav, Peter "Puma" Hedlund, Olov Jo-

hansson, Torbjörn Näsbom & Andreas 

Edlund, Johan Hedin, Ditte Andersson, 

Emilia Amper, Väsen, Bazar Blå, Hednin-

garna samt nyckelharpselever från Up-

plands musikskolor.  Great picture of kids 

playing small nyckelharpor! 
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  The Nyckel Notes newsletter pro-

vides valuable information to the nyckelharpa com-

munity throughout the world.  We have a common 

fellowship with other players through our ANA af-

filiation and we have provided financial support to 

players and students traveling to both the U.S. and 

Sweden. We have a wonderful group of volunteers 

that keep everything going and we all owe them a 

very special thanks for all that they do.  Thanks 

team! 

 Though we do these things, there is much 

more that we should be doing.  The last issue of Ny-

ckel Notes was published nearly a year ago – though 

our goal is to publish an issue quarterly.  The pre-

summer call for articles from our members didn’t 

produce any submissions.  Our last elections for the 

ANA Board were held several years ago – though 

our by-laws call for annual elections.  The last 3 

times we asked for nominations, none were made. 

 We need your participation! I ask that every 

member consider increasing their contribution to the 

ANA in some way.  No matter where your talents 

are, we have ways for you to contribute.  It may be 

volunteering to help our membership team, provid-

ing assistance with the newsletter, volunteering for 

the Board, assisting the website team or other ways.  

Let us know what your interests are; we’ll find a 

way that you can contribute to the organization. 

 We would like to conduct an election in Q1 

of 2013.  If you have an interest in influencing the 

direction of the ANA, consider nominating yourself 

or another person (if you have their permission) for 

the ANA Board.  If you have served in the past, con-

sider serving again – it is a fulfilling experience.  

Please submit nominations to the Board at: 

ana.board@nyckelharpa.org by January 30th, 2012 
  

 I wish everyone a great 2013 and hope that 

your nyckelharpa adventures will be exciting! 

 

 

Best wishes; 

Doug Oines 

President 

 

H ere we are at the begin-

ning of another year.  

Though it went fast, 2012 was 

an important year in the ny-

ckelharpa community.  Eric 

Sahlström was born August 

24, 1912 and would have 

turned 100 in 2012 and was 

celebrated with an anniversary gala, concerts, 

screenings, workshops, exhibitions and buskspel in 

Tobo and Uppsala, Sweden. Visitors traveled from 

all over the world to participate in the celebration. 

 Resources continue to grow for those inter-

ested in studying and learning the nyckelharpa.  The 

European  CADENCE Project  ( ht tp :/ /

www.nyckelharpa.eu/) provided important resources 

about the history and study of the nyckelharpa. An-

other example of the growing international interest 

in the nyckelharpa can be found with the new  

Nyckelharpa UK organization.  

 (http://www.nyckelharpa.eu/). 

 In addition to the continuing interest in play-

ing nyckelharpa in the traditional way, there is also 

growing interest in using the instrument to explore 

ways for it to take it in new directions.  It is an excit-

ing time for our instrument, players and music. 

It is a good time to remind ourselves about the mis-

sion of the ANA – 

The American Nyckelharpa Association is a 

non-profit corporation for the preservation 

and fostering of the nyckelharpa. We will 

conduct educational programs and activities 

to promote knowledge of and interest in the 

nyckelharpa and the traditional music of the 

nyckelharpa. We shall endeavor to provide 

competent instruction in playing the nyckel-

harpa, in the traditional music, and in the 

traditional dance associated with the music. 

 The ANA has an important role to play in the 

evolving world of nyckelharpa.  Our website contin-

ues to be a primary resource for those around the 

world with an interest in learning more about the 

nyckelharpa.  

DOUG OINES:  

THE PRESIDENT’S 

PAGE 

mailto:ana.board@nyckelharpa.org
http://www.nyckelharpa.eu/
http://www.nyckelharpa.eu/
http://www.nyckelharpa.eu/
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String  

Bazaar 
The ANA is pleased to of-

fer Nyckelharpa strings 

for sale!  We have playing 

strings and three versions 

of understring sets. 

 

 
Playing Strings 
 The playing strings are the four largest 

strings, the ones that you actually touch with the 

bow.  PRIM brand strings are made by an old 

Swedish string manufacturing company.  Their 

fiddle strings are popular among folk musicians, 

and are available widely in the US.  Their nyckel-

harpa strings are basically the same as their cello 

strings, except that they are the correct length for 

nyckelharpas instead of about a foot too long.  All 

four strings are wound.  The A-string 

is .020” (0.50 mm) in diameter. 

 

Sympathetic Strings 
 We offer three versions of understrings, 

described more fully in the January  1998 edition 

of Nyckel Notes.  Basically, the three sets can be 

called: 

 

6 + 6 : 

6 wound strings .021” (0.053 mm) in diameter, 

6 plain strings .014” (0.36 mm) in diameter. 

 

4+4+4 : 

4 wound strings 0.24”  (0.61 m) in diameter, 

4 wound strings .021”  (0.53 mm) in diameter, 

4 plain strings  .014”  (0.36 mm) in diameter. 

 

12-step : 
12 strings varying from .025”  (0.64 mm)  

to .014”  (0.36 mm), by steps of .001”.  The lower 

6 are wound, the higher 6 are plain. 

 

 

ORDER FORM 
Prices are for ANA members/non-members. 

Price includes shipping to a US address. 

e-mail for inquiries:  strings@nyckelharpa.org 

Send this form along with a check payable to: 

American Nyckelharpa Association to: 

Tim Newcomb 

P.O. Box 51 

Montpelier, VT  05602 

Playing strings Quantity Member 

Price 

Total 

Cost 

Non-

member  

Price 

Prim Full Set  $77  $87 

Prim A (1)  $15  $17 

Prim C (2)  $18  $20 

Prim G (3)  $20  $23 

Prim C (4)  $24  $27 

Resonance strings:     

6 +6 resonance set  $22  $27 

4+4+4 resonance set  $22  $27 

12 step resonance set  $22  $27 

   TOTAL  
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 Dear Nyckel Notes Readers, 

 This issue was a long time coming out due 

to numerous reasons.  Maybe we can get back to 

smaller editions on a quarterly basis like we did 

quite a few years back?  All the membership will 

have to help me with this and submit articles 

throughout the year.  I have resisted writing arti-

cles about myself or the group Fossegrimen, but we 

do make a huge attempt in our isolated area to 

bring both Norwegian folk music culture and 

Swedish folk music to as many folks as possible.  

We mostly focus on Scandi dances but have been 

known to give a concert or two. 

 This December was especially busy with 

Scan Fair in Portland the first weekend.  On De-

cember 6th Claire and I presented a repeat of our 

October lecture/performance:  “Capturing Nordic 

Netherworld Creatures in Music”, and the next 

night played at IKEA.  The Portland IKEA has a 

special dinner they call the Julbord just once a year 

in December and they invite a small group of danc-

ers and musicians (Fossegrimen this year) to come 

and demonstrate dances.  The dancers also invited 

audience members to participate in easy mixers 

such as Engelska and Den muntre kreds.  We made 

a point out of playing two sets with three harpor & 

bass.  The weekend before Christmas saw us back 

again in Portland to perform for a “Lille Julaften” 

service in a Lutheran church.  Again, as many of 

you find when you perform with nyckelharpor, 

there was great interest in the instrument with the 

well used phrase:  “What is that (large) instrument 

you were playing?”  or “How do you play all those 

strings?”                      Godt nyttår!,  David 

The American Nyckelharpa Association 

The ANA is a non-profit organization dedicated to 

fostering the nyckelharpa and its music in North 

America.  We sponsor and produce music workshops 

across the country featuring the traditions of the  

nyckelharpa. 

ANA Membership dues are $12 per year, which in-

cluded a digital subscription to this newsletter.  $30 

per year for a snail mail membership.  Sign up on the 

web-site below. www.nyckelharpa.org 

 

.  Send article submissions to Nyckel Notes at:  

nyckelnotes@nyckelharpa.org  

 

or to 

David Elliker-Vågsberg 

84890 S. Willamette Street 

 Eugene, OR  97405-9500 

COMING UP -  ISSUE 52: 

 Spring 2013 

1.  Continuation of Jan Ling’s Nyckelharpor,  

     English pages. 

2.  Article by Ton Pel - “Building a nyckelharpa  

       using Sören Åhker’s plans.”  Part two of two 

         parts.  

3.  More Byss-Kalle tunes. 

4.  More articles submitted by the ANA 

      membership! 

UPCOMING EVENTS: 

Please consult the ANA website for up-to-date  

information. 

“Rjukanfossen”, 1830, painted by Gustav Wentzel 

(1859-1927).  “I fossene holder fossegrimen til....”  

The Norwegian version of the näcken, the fossegri-

men,  is thought by some folks to have great pow-

ers over people when he plays his music........ 


